High-level transformation languages like Rascal include expressive features for manipulating large abstract syntax trees: first-class traversals, expressive pattern matching, backtracking and generalized iterators. We present the design and implementation of an abstract interpretation tool, Rabit, for verifying inductive type and shape properties for transformations written in such languages. We describe how to perform abstract interpretation based on operational semantics, specifically focusing on the challenges arising when analyzing the expressive traversals and pattern matching. Finally, we evaluate Rabit on a series of transformations (normalization, desugaring, refactoring, code generators, type inference, etc.) showing that we can effectively verify stated properties.
Introduction
Transformations play a central role in software development. They are used, amongst others, for desugaring, model transformations, refactoring, and code generation. The artifacts involved in transformations-e.g., structured data, domainspecific models, and code-often have large abstract syntax, spanning hundreds of syntactic elements, and a correspondingly rich semantics. Thus, writing transformations is a tedious and error-prone process. Specialized languages and frameworks with high-level features have been developed to address this challenge of writing and maintaining transformations. These languages include Rascal [29] , Stratego/XT [12] , TXL [16] , Uniplate [32] for Haskell, and Kiama [44] for Scala. For example, Rascal combines a functional core language supporting state and exceptions, with constructs for processing of large structures. • A visitor (visit) to traverse and rewrite all statement lists containing a block to a flat list of statements. Visitors support various strategies, like the bottom-up strategy that traverses the abstract syntax tree starting from leaves toward the root.
• An expressive pattern matching language is used to nondeterministically find blocks inside a list of statements. The starred variable patterns * xs and * zs match arbitrary number of elements in the list, respectively before and after the block(ys) element. Rascal supports non-linear matching, negative matching and specifying patterns that match deeply nested values.
• The solve-loop (solve) performing the rewrite until a fixed point is reached (the value of s stops changing).
To rule out errors in transformations, we propose a static analysis for enforcing type and shape properties, so that target transformations produce output adhering to particular shape constraints. For our PHP example, this would include:
• The transformation preserves the constructors used in the input: does not add or remove new types of PHP statements.
• The transformation produces flat statement lists, i.e., lists that do not recursively contain any block.
To ensure such properties, a verification technique must reason about shapes of inductive data-also inside collections such as sets and maps-while still maintaining soundness and precision. It must also track other important aspects, like cardinality of collections, which interact with target language operations including pattern matching and iteration.
In this paper, we address the problem of verifying type and shape properties for high-level transformations written in Rascal and similar languages. We show how to design and implement a static analysis based on abstract interpretation. Concretely, our contributions are:
1. An abstract interpretation-based static analyzer-Rascal ABstract Interpretation Tool (Rabit)-that supports inferring types and inductive shapes for a large subset of Rascal. 2. An evaluation of Rabit on several program transformations: refactoring, desugaring, normalization algorithm, code generator, and language implementation of an expression language. 3. A modular design for abstract shape domains, that allows extending and replacing abstractions for concrete element types, e.g. extending the abstraction for lists to include length in addition to shape of contents. 4. Schmidt-style abstract operational semantics [41] for a significant subset of Rascal adapting the idea of trace memoization to support arbitrary recursive calls with input from infinite domains.
Together, these contributions show feasibility of applying abstract interpretation for constructing analyses for expressive transformation languages and properties. We proceed by presenting a running example in Sect. 2. We introduce the key constructs of Rascal in Sect. 3. Section 4 describes the modular construction of abstract domains. Sections 5 to 8 describe abstract semantics. We evaluate the analyzer on realistic transformations, reporting results in Sect. 9. Sections 10 and 11 discuss related papers and conclude.
Motivation and Overview
Verifying types and state properties such as the ones stated for the program of Fig. 1 poses the following key challenges:
• The programs use heterogeneous inductive data types, and contain collections such as lists, maps and sets, and basic data such as integers and strings. This complicates construction of the abstract domains, since one shall model interaction between these different types while maintaining precision.
• The traversal of syntax trees depends heavily on the type and shape of input, on a complex program state, and involves unbounded recursion. This challenges the inference of approximate invariants in a procedure that both terminates and provides useful results.
• Backtracking and exceptions in large programs introduce the possibility of state-dependent non-local jumps. This makes it difficult to statically calculate the control flow of target programs and have a compositional denotational semantics, instead of an operational one. Figure 2 presents a small pedagogical example using visitors. The program performs expression simplification by traversing a syntax tree bottom-up and reducing multiplications by constant zero. We now survey the analysis techniques contributed in this paper, explaining them using this example.
Inductive Refinement Types. Rabit works by inferring an inductive refinement type representing the shape of possible output of a transformation given the shape of its input. It does this by interpreting the simplification program abstractly, considering all possible paths the program can take for values satisfying the input shape (any expression of type Expr in this case). The result of running Rabit on this case is:
where
We briefly interpret how to read this type. The bar ≀ denotes a choice between alternative constructors. If the input was rewritten during traversal (success, the first line) then the resulting syntax tree contains no multiplications by zero. All multiplications may only involve Expr ′ , which disallows the zero constant at the top level. Observe how the last alternative mult (Expr ′ , Expr ′ ) contains only expressions of type Expr ′ , which in turn only allows multiplications by constants constructed using suc (Nat) (that is ≥ 1). If the traversal failed to match (fail, the second line), then the input did not contain any multiplication by zero to begin with and so does not the output, which has not been rewritten. The success and failure happen to be the same for our example, but this is not necessarily always the case. Keeping separate result values allows retaining precision throughout the traversal, better reflecting concrete execution paths. We now proceed discussing how Rabit can infer this shape using abstract interpretation.
Abstractly Interpreting Traversals
The core idea of abstractly executing a traversal is similar to concrete execution: we recursively traverse the input structure and rewrite the values that match target patterns. However, because of abstraction we must make sure to take into account all applicable paths. Figure 3 shows the execution tree of the traversal on the simplification example ( Fig. 2 ) when it starts with shape mult (cst (Nat) , cst (Nat)). Since there is only one constructor, it will initially recurse down to traverse the contained values (children) creating a new recursion node (yellow, light shaded) in the figure (ii) containing the left child cst (Nat), and then recurse again to create a node (iii) containing Nat. Observe here that Nat is an abstract type with two possible constructors (zero, suc (·)), and it is unknown at time of abstract interpretation, which of these constructors we have. When Rabit hits a type or a choice between alternative constructors, it explores each alternative separately creating new partition nodes (blue, darker). In our example we partition the Nat type into its constructors zero (node iv) and suc (Nat) (node v). The zero case now represents the first case without children and we can run the visitor operations on it. Since no pattern matches zero it will return a fail zero result indicating that it has not been rewritten. For the suc (Nat) case it will try to recurse down to Nat (node vi) which is equal to (node iii). Here, we observe a problem: if we continue our traversal algorithm as is, we will not terminate and get a result. To provide a terminating algorithm we will resort to using trace memoization.
Partition-driven Trace Memoization
The idea is to detect the paths where execution recursively meets similar pa rt it io n pa rt it io n Figure 3 . Naively abstractly interpreting the simplification example from Fig. 2 with initial input mult (cst (Nat) , cst (Nat)). The procedure does not terminate because of infinite recursion on Nat.
input, merging the new recursive node with the similar previous one, thus creating a loop in the execution tree [39, 41] . This loop is then resolved by a fixed-point iteration.
In Rabit, we propose partition-driven trace memoization, which works with potentially unbounded input like the inductive type refinements that are supported by our abstraction. We detect cycles by maintaining a memoization map which for each type-used for partitioning-stores the last traversed value (input) and the last result produced for this value (output). This memoization map is initialized to map all types to the bottom element (⊥) for both input and output. The evaluation is modified to use the memoization map, so it checks on each iteration the input i against the map:
• If the last processed refinement type representing the input i ′ is greater than the current input (i ′ ⊒ i), then it uses the corresponding output; i.e., we found a hit in the memoization map.
• Otherwise, it will merge the last processed and current input refinement types to a new value i ′′ = i ′ ∇i, update the memoization map and continue execution with i ′′ . The operation ∇ is called a widening; it ensures that the result is an upper bound of its inputs, i.e., i ′ ⊑ i ′′ ⊒ i and that the merging will eventually terminate for the increasing chain of values. The memoization map is updated to map the general type of i ′′ (not refined, for instance Nat) to map to a pair (i ′′ , o), where the first component denotes the new input i ′′ refinement type and the second component denotes the corresponding output o refinement type; initially, o is set to ⊥ and then changed to the result of executing input i ′′ repeatedly until a fixed-point is reached.
We demonstrate the trace memoization and fixed-point iteration procedures on Nat in Fig. 4 , beginning with the leftmost tree. The expected result is fail Nat, meaning that no pattern has matched, no rewrite has happened, and a value of type Nat is returned, since the simplification program only introduces changes to values of type Expr. We show the memoization map inside a framed orange box. The result of the widening is presented below the memoization map. In all cases the widening in Fig. 4 is trivial, as it happens against ⊥. The final line in node 1 stores the value o prev produced by the previous iteration of the traversal, to establish whether a fixed point has been reached (⊥ initially).
Trace Partitioning We partition [37] the abstract value Nat along its constructors: zero and suc (·) (Fig. 4) . This partitioning is key to maintain precision during the abstract interpretation. As in Fig. 3 , the left branch fails immediately, since no pattern in Fig. 2 matches zero. The right branch descends into a new recursion over Nat, with an updated memoization table. This run terminates, due to a hit in the memoization map, returning ⊥. After returning, the value of suc (Nat) should be reconstructed with the result of traversing the child Nat, but since the result is ⊥ there is no value to reconstruct with, so ⊥ is just propagated upwards. At the return to the last widening node, the values are joined, and widen the previous iteration result o prev (the dotted arrow on top). This process repeats in the second and third iterations, but now the reconstruction in node 3 succeeds: the child Nat is replaced by zero and fail suc (zero) is returned (dashed arrow from 3 to 1). In the third iteration, we join and widen the following components (cf. o prev and the dashed arrows incoming into node 1 in the rightmost column):
Here, the used widening operator [18] accelerates the convergence by increasing the value to represent the entire type Nat. It is easy to convince yourself, by following the same recursion steps as in the figure, that the next iteration, using o prev = Nat will produce Nat again, arriving at a fixed point. Observe, how consulting the memoization map, and widening the current value accordingly, allowed us to avoid infinite recursion over unfoldings of Nat.
Nesting Fixed Point Iterations. When inductive shapes (e.g., Expr) refer to other inductive shapes (e.g., Nat), it is necessary to run nested fixed-point iterations to solve recursion at each level. Figure 5 returns to the more high-level fragment of the traversal of Expr starting with mult (cst (Nat) , cst (Nat)) as in Fig. 3 . We follow the recursion tree along nodes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 9, 6 with the same rules as in Fig. 4 . In node 10 we run a nested fixed point iteration on Nat, already discussed in Fig. 4 , so we just include the final result.
Type Refinement. The output of the first iteration in node 6 is fail cst (Nat), which becomes the new o prev , and the second iteration begins (to the right). After the widening the input is partitioned into e (node 7) and cst (Nat)(node elided). When the second iteration returns to node 7 we have the following reconstructed value: mult (cst (Nat) , cst (Nat)). Contrast this with lines 6-7 in Fig. 2 , to see that running the abstract value against this pattern might actually produce success. In order to obtain precise result shapes, we refine the input values when they fail to match a pattern. Our abstract interpreter produces a refinement of the type, by running it through the pattern matching, giving:
The result means, that if the pattern match succeeds then it produces an expression of type cst (Nat). More interestingly, if the matching failed neither the left nor the right argument of mult (·, ·) could have contained the constant zero-the interpreter captured some aspect of the semantics of the program by refining the input type. Naturally, from this point on the recursion and iteration continues, but we shall abandon the example, and move on to formal developments.
Formal Language
The presented technique is meant to be general and applicable to many high-level transformation languages. However, to keep the presentation concise, we focus on few key constructs from Rascal [29] , relying on the concrete semantics from Rascal Light [2] .
We consider algebraic data types (at) and finite sets (set⟨t⟩) of elements of type t. Each algebraic data type at has a set of unique constructors. Each constructor k(t) has a fixed set of typed parameters. The language includes sub-typing, with void and value as bottom and top types respectively.
We consider the following subset of Rascal expressions: From left to right we have: variable access, assignments, sequencing, constructor expressions, set literal expressions, matching failure expression, and bottom-up visitors:
Visitors are a key construct in Rascal. A visitor visit e cs traverses recursively the value obtained by evaluating e (any combination of simple values, data type values and collections). During the traversal, case expression cs are applied to the nodes, and the values matching target patterns are rewritten. We will discuss a concrete subset of patterns p further in Sect. 6. For brevity, we only discuss bottom-up visitors, but Rabit (Sect. 9) supports all strategies of Rascal.
Notation We write (x, y) ∈ f to denote the pair (x, y) such that x ∈ dom f and y = f (x). Abstract semantic components, sets, and operations are marked with a hat: a. A sequence of e 1 , . . . , e n is contracted using an underlining e. The empty sequence is written by ε, and concatenation of sequences e 1 and e 2 is written e 1 , e 2 . Notation is lifted to sequences in an intuitive manner: for example given a sequence v, the value input: e = mult (cst (Nat) , cst (Nat)) input: cst (Nat)
Expr → e ≀ cst (Nat) , fail cst (Nat) Nat → ⊥, ⊥ 11 r e c u r s e r e c u r s e h it : f a il c s t ( N a t ) h i t : f a i l c s t ( N a t ) reconstruction: mult (cst (Nat) , cst (Nat)) type refinement Figure 5 . A prefix of the abstract interpreter run for e = mult (cst (Nat) , cst (Nat)). Fragments of two iterations involving node 6 are shown, separated by a dotted arrow.
v i denotes the ith element in the sequence, and v :t denotes the sequence v 1 :t 1 , . . . , v n :t n .
Abstract Domains
Our abstract domains are designed for modular composition. Modularity is key for transformation languages, which manipulate a large variety of values. The design allows easily replacing abstract domains for particular types of values, as well as adding support for new value types. We want to construct an abstract value domain vs ∈ ValueShape which captures inductive refinement types of form:
where each value vs i can possibly recursively refer to at r . Below, we define abstract domains for sets, data types and recursively defined domains. The modular domain design generalizes parameterized domains [17] to follow a design inspired by the modular construction of types and domains [8, 15, 42] . The idea is to define domains parametrically-i.e. in the form F( E)-so that abstract domains for subcomponents are taken as parameters, and explicit recursion is handled separately. We use standard domain combinators [50] to combine individual domains into the abstract value domain.
Set Shape Domain. Let Set(E) denote the domain of sets consisting of elements taken from E. We define abstract finite sets using abstract elements { e} [l ;u] from a parameterized domain SetShape( E). The component from the parameter domain ( e ∈ E) represents the abstraction of the shape of elements, and a non-negative interval component [l; u] ∈ Interval + is used to abstract over the cardinality (so l, u ∈ R + and l ≤ u). The abstract set element acts as a reduced product between e and [l; u] and the lattice operations follow directly. Given a concretization function for the abstract content domain γ E ∈ E → ℘ (E), we can define a concretization function for the abstract set shape domain to possible finite sets of concrete elements γ SS ∈ SetShape( E) → ℘ (Set (E)):
Example 4.1. Let Interval be a domain of intervals of integers (a standard abstraction over integers). We can concretize abstract elements from SetShape( Interval) to a set of possible sets of integers from ℘ (Set (Z)) as follows:
Data Shape Domain. Inductive refinement types are defined as a generalization of refinement types [24, 40, 52] that inductively constrain the possible constructors and the content in a data structure. We use a parameterized abstraction of data types DataShape( E), whose parameter E abstracts over the shape of constructor arguments:
We have the least element ⊥ DS and top element ⊤ DS elementsrespectively representing no data types value and all data type values-and otherwise a non-empty choice between unique (all different) constructors of the same algebraic data type k 1 (e 1 ) ≀ · · · ≀ k n (e n ) (shortened k(e)). We can treat the constructor choice as a finite map [k 1 → e 1 , . . . , k n → e n ], and then directly define our lattice operations point-wise.
Given a concretization function for the concrete content domain γ E ∈ E → ℘ (E), we can create a concretization function for the data shape domain
The concretization is defined as follows:
Example 4.2. We can concretize abstract data elements DataShape( Interval) to a set of possible concrete data values ℘ (Data(Z)). Consider values from the algebraic data type:
We can concretize abstracting elements as follows:
Recursive shapes We extend our abstract domains to cover recursive structures such as lists and trees. Given a type expression F(X ) with a variable X , we construct the abstract domain as the solution to the recursive equation X = F(X ) [42, 45, 50] , obtained by iterating the induced map F over the empty domain 0 and adjoining a new top element to the limit domain. The concretization function of the recursive domain follows directly from the concretization function of the underlying functor domain.
Example 4.3. We can concretize abstract elements of the refinement type from our running example:
In particular, our abstract element represents the set of all multiplications of the constant 2.
Value Domains. We presented the required components for abstracting individual types, and now all that is left is putting everything together. We construct our value shape domain using choice and recursive domain equations:
Similarly, we have the corresponding concrete shape domain:
We then have a concretization function γ VS ∈ ValueShape → ℘ (Value), which follows directly from the previously defined concretization functions.
Abstract State Domains
We now explain how to construct abstractions of states and results when executing Rascal programs.
Abstract Store Domain. Tracking assignments of variables is important since matching variable patterns depends on the value being assigned in the store:
For a variable x we get σ (x) = (b, vs) where b is true if x might be unassigned, and false otherwise (when x is definitely assigned). The second component, vs is a shape approximating a possible value of x. We lift the orderings and lattice operations point-wise from the value shape domain to abstract stores. We define the concretization function γ Store ∈ Store → ℘ (Store) as: Figure 6 . Relating concrete semantics (left) to abstract semantics (right).
Abstract Result Domain. Traditionally, abstract control flow is handled using a collecting denotational semantics with continuations, or by explicitly constructing a control flow graph. These methods are non-trivial to apply for a rich language like Rascal, especially considering backtracking, exceptions and data-dependent control flow introduced by visitors. A nice side-effect of Schmidt-style abstract interpretation is that it allows abstracting control flow directly.
We model different type of results-successes, pattern match failures, errors directly in a ResSet domain which keeps track of possible results with each its own separate store. Keeping separate stores is important to maintain precision around different paths:
The lattice operations are lifted directly from the target value domains and store domains. We define the concretization function γ RS ∈ ResultSet → ℘ (Result × Store):
Abstract Semantics
A distinguishing feature of Schmidt-style abstract interpretation is that the derivation of abstract operational rules from a given concrete operational semantics is systematic and to a large extent mechanisable [10, 41] . The creative work is thus reduced to providing abstract definitions for conditions and semantic operations such as pattern matching, and defining trace memoization strategies for non-structurally recursive operational rules, to produce a terminating static analysis that approximates an infinite number of concrete traces. Figure 6 relates the concrete evaluation judgment (left) to the abstract evaluation judgment (right) for Rascal expressions. Both judgements evaluate the same expression e. The abstract evaluation judgment abstracts the initial concrete store σ with an abstract store σ . The result of the abstract evaluation is a finite result set Res, abstracting over possibly infinitely many concrete result values rest resv and stores σ ′ . Res maps each result type rest to a pair of abstract result value resv and abstract result store σ ′ , i.e.:
There is an important difference in how the concrete and abstract semantic rules are used. In a concrete operational semantics a language construct is usually evaluated as soon as the premises of a rule are satisfied. When evaluating abstractly, we must consider all applicable rules, to soundly over-approximate the possible concrete executions. To this end, we introduce a special notation to collect all derivations with the same input i into a single derivation with output O equal to the join of the individual outputs:
Let's use the operational rules for variable accesses to illustrate the steps in Schmidt-style translation of operational rules. The concrete semantics contains two rules for variable accesses, E-V-S for successful lookup, and E-V-Er for producing errors when accessing unassigned variables:
We follow three steps, to translate the concrete rules to abstract operational rules:
1. For each concrete rule, create an abstract rule that uses a judgment for evaluation of a syntactic form, e.g., AE-V-S and AE-V-Er for variables. 2. Replace the concrete conditions and semantic operations with the equivalent abstract conditions and semantic operations for target abstract values, e.g. x ∈ dom σ with σ (x) = (b, vs) and a check on b. We obtain two execution rules:
Observe when b is true, both a success and failure may occur, and we need rules to cover both cases. 3. Create a rule that collects all possible evaluations of the syntax-specific judgment rules, e.g. AE-V for variables:
The possible shapes of the result value depend on the pair assigned to x in the abstract store. If the value shape of x is ⊥, we drop the success result from the result set. The following examples illustrate the possible outcome result shapes:
It is possible to translate the operational semantics rules for other basic expressions using the presented steps [4, Appendix B]). The core changes are the ones moving from checks of definiteness to checks of possibility. For example:
• Checking that evaluation of e has succeeded, requires that the abstract semantics uses e; σ = === ⇒ a-expr Res and (success, ( vs, σ ′ )) ∈ Res, as compared to e; σ = == ⇒ expr success v; σ ′ in the concrete semantics.
• Typing is now done using abstract judgments vs : t and t <: t ′ . In particular, type t is an abstract subtype of type t ′ (t <: t ′ ) if there is a subtype t ′′ of t (t ′′ <: t) that is also a subtype of t ′ (t ′′ <: t ′ ). This implies that t <: t ′ and t ≮: t ′ are non-exclusive.
• To check whether a particular constructor is possible, we use the abstract function unfold( vs, t) that produces a refined value of type t if possible-splitting alternative constructors-and additionally produces error if the value is possibly not an element of t.
Pattern Matching
Expressive pattern matching is key feature of high-level transformation languages. Rabit handles the full Rascal pattern language. For brevity, we discuss a subset, including variables x, constructor patterns k(p), and set patterns {⋆p}:
Rascal allows non-linear matching where the same variable x can be mentioned more than once: all values matched against x must have equal values for the match to succeed. Each set pattern contains a sequence of sub-patterns ⋆p; each sub-pattern in the sequence is either an ordinary pattern p matched against a single set element, or a star pattern ⋆x to be matched against a subset of elements. Star patterns can backtrack when pattern matching fails because of non-linear variables, or when explicitly triggered by the fail expression. This expressiveness poses challenges for developing an abstract interpreter that is not only sound, but is also sufficiently precise. The key aspects of Rabit in handling pattern matching is how we maintain precision by refining input values on pattern matching successes and failures.
Satisfiability Semantics for Patterns
We begin by defining what it means that a (concrete/abstract) value matches a pattern. Figure 7a shows the concrete semantics for patterns. In the figure, ρ is a binding environment: The abstract pattern matching semantics (Fig. 7b) is analogous, but with a few noticeable differences. First, an abstract value vs matches a pattern p ( vs |= p) if there exists a more precise value vs ′ (so vs ′ ⊑ vs) and an abstract binding environment ρ with dom ρ = vars(p) so that vs ′ |= ρ p. The reason for using a more precise shape is the potential loss of information during over-approximation-a more precise value might have matched the pattern, even if the relaxed value does not necessarily. Second, sequences are abstracted Figure 7 . Satisfiability semantics for pattern matching by shape-lengths pairs, which needs to be taken into account by sequence matching rules. This is most visible in the very last rule, with a star pattern ⋆x, where we accept any assignment to a set abstraction vs which has a more precise shape and a smaller length.
Computing Pattern Matches
The declarative satisfiability semantics of patterns, albeit clean, is not directly computable. In Rabit, we rely on an abstract operational semantics [4, Appendix A] using the technique presented in Sect. 5. The interesting ideas are in the refining semantic operators that we now discuss.
Semantic Operators with Refinement. Since Rascal supports non-linear matching, it becomes necessary to merge environments computed when matching sub-patterns to check whether a match succeeds or not. In abstract interpretation, we can refine the abstract environments when merging for each possibility. Consider when merging two abstract environments, where some variable x is assigned to vs in one, and vs Here, abstract inequality is defined using relative complements:
In our abstract domains, the relative complement (\) is limited. We heuristically define it for interesting cases, and otherwise it degrades to identity in the first argument (no refinement). There are however useful cases, e.g., for excluding unary constructors suc (Nat) ≀ zero \ zero = suc (Nat) or at the end points of a lattice
Similarly, for matching against a constructor pattern k(p), the core idea is that we should be able to partition our value space into two: the abstract values that match the constructor and those that do not. For those values that possibly match k(p), we produce a refined value with k as the only choice, making sure that the sub-values in the result are refined by the sub-patterns p.
Otherwise, we exclude k from the refined value. For a data type abstraction exclusion removes the pattern constructor from the possible choices
and does not change the input shape otherwise.
Traversals
First-class traversals are a key feature of high-level transformation languages, since they enable effectively transforming large abstract syntax trees. We will focus on the challenges for bottom-up traversals, but they are shared amongst all strategies supported in Rascal. The core idea of a bottom-up traversal of an abstract value vs, is to first traverse children of the value children( vs) possibly rewriting them, then reconstruct a new value using the rewritten children and finally traversing the reconstructed value. The main challenge is handling traversal of children, whose representation and thus execution rules depend on the particular abstract value.
Concretely, the children( vs) function returns a set of pairs ( vs ′ , cvs) where the first component vs 
and children({Expr} [1;10] ) = {({Expr} [1;10] , (Expr, [1; 10]))}. Note how the children function maintains precision by partitioning the alternatives for data-types, when traversing each corresponding sequence of value shapes for the children.
Traversing Children. The shape of execution rules depend on the representation of children; this is consistent with the requirements imposed by Schmidt [41] . For heterogeneous sequences of value shapes vs, the execution rules iterate through the sequence recursively traversing each element. Due to over-approximation we may re-traverse the same or a more precise value on recursion, and so we need to use trace memoization (Sect. 8) to terminate. For example the children of an expression Expr refer to itself:
Traversing children represented by a shape-length pair, is directed by the length interval [l; u]. If 0 is a possible value of the length interval, then traversal can finish, refining the input shape to be empty. Otherwise, we perform another traversal recursively on the shape of elements and recursively on a new shape-length pair which decreases the length, finally combining their values. Note, that if the length is unbounded, e.g. [0; ∞], then the value can be decreased forever and trace memoization is also needed here for termination. This means that trace memoization must here be nested breadth-wise (when recursing on an unbounded sequence of children), in addition to depth-wise (when recursing on children); this can be computationally expensive, and we will discuss in Sect. 9 how our implementation handles that.
Trace Memoization
Abstract interpretation and static program analysis in general perform fixed-point calculation for analysing unbounded loops and recursion. In Schmidt-style abstract interpretation, the main technique to handle recursion is trace memoization [39, 41] . The core idea of trace memoization is to detect non-structural re-evaluation of the same program element, i.e., when the evaluation of a program element is recursively dependent on itself, like a while-loop or traversal.
The main challenge when recursing over inputs from infinite domains, is to determine when to merge recursive paths together to correctly over-approximate concrete executions. We present an extension that is still terminating, sound and, additionally, allows calculating results with good precision. The core idea is to partition the infinite input domain using a finite domain of elements, and on recursion degrade input values using previously met input values from the same partition. We assume that all our domains are lattices with a widening operator. Consider a recursive operational semantics judgment i =⇒ o, with i being an input from domain Input, and o being the output from domain Output. For this judgment, we associate a memoization map M ∈ PInput → Input× Output where PInput is a finite partitioning domain that has a Galois connection with our actual input, i.e. Input − −−−− → ← −−−− − We perform a fixed-point calculation over the evaluation of input i. Initially, the memoization map M is λpi.(⊥, ⊥), and during evaluation we check whether there was already a value from the same partition as i, i.e., α P I (i) ∈ dom M. At each iteration, there are then two possibilities: Hit The corresponding input partition key is in the memoization map and a less precise input is stored, so
Here, the output value o that is stored in the memoization map is returned as result. Widen The corresponding input partition key is in the memoization map, but an unrelated or more precise input is stored, i.e., M(α P I (i)) = (i ′′ , o ′′ ) where i Input i ′′ . In this case we continue evaluation but with a widened input i ′ = i ′′ ∇ Input (i ′′ ⊔ i) and an updated map
Here, o prev is the output of the last iteration for the fixed-point calculation for input i ′ , and is assigned ⊥ on the initial iteration.
Intuitively, the technique is terminating because the partitioning is finite, and widening ensures that we reach an upper bound of possible inputs in a finite number of steps, eventually getting a hit. The fixed-point iteration also uses widening to calculate an upper bound, which similarly finishes in a number of steps. The technique is sound because we only use output for previous input that is less precise; therefore our function is continuous and a fixed-point exists.
Experimental Evaluation
We demonstrate the ability of Rabit to verify inductive shape properties, using five transformation programs, where three are classical and two are extracted from open source projects. and does not change label counter All these transformations satisfy the following criteria:
1. They are formulated by an independent source, 2. They can be translated in relatively straightforward manner to our subset of Rascal, and 3. They exercise important constructs, including visitors and the expressive pattern matching We have ported all these programs to Rascal Light. 3 https://github.com/BulgariaPHP/glagol-dsl Threats to Validity. The programs are not selected randomly, thus it can be hard to generalize the results. We mitigated this by selecting transformations that are realistic and vary in authors and purpose. While translating the programs to Rascal Light, we strived to minimize the amount of changes, but bias cannot be ruled out entirely.
Implementation. We have implemented the abstract interpreter in a prototype tool, Rabit 4 , for all of Rascal Light following the process described in sections 5 to 8. This required handling additional aspects, not discussed in the paper:
1. Possibly undefined values 2. Extended result state with more Control flow constructs, backtracking, exceptions, loop control, and 3. Fine-tuning memoization strategies to the different looping constructs and recursive calls By default, we use the top element ⊤ specified as input, but the user can specify the initial data-type refinements, store and parameters, to get more precise results. The output of the tool is the abstract result value set of abstractly interpreting target function, the resulting store state and the set of relevant inferred data-type refinements.
The implementation extends standard regular tree grammar operations [1, 18] , to handle the recursive equations for the expressive abstract domains, including base values, collections and heterogeneous data types. We use a more precise partitioning strategy for trace memoization when needed, which also takes the set of available constructors into account for data types.
Results. We ran the experiments using Scala 2.12.2 on a 2012 Core i5 MacBook Pro. Table 1 summarizes the size of the programs, the runtime of Rabit, and whether the properties have been verified. Since we verify the results on the abstract shapes, the programs are shown to be correct for all possible 4 https://github.com/itu-square/Rascal-Light concrete inputs satisfying the given properties. We remark that all programs use the high-level expressive features of Rascal and are succinct compared to general purpose code. The runtime, varying from single seconds to less than a minute, is reasonable. All, but two, properties were successfully verified. The reason that our tool runs slower on the DSO transformation is that it contains function calls and we rely on inlining for interprocedural analysis.
Lines 1-2 in Fig. 8 show the input refinement type FIn for the normalization procedure. The inferred inductive output type FOut (lines [4] [5] specifies that the implication is not present in the output (P1), and negation only allows atoms as subformulae (P2). In fact, Rabit inferred a precise formulation of negation normal form as an inductive data type.
Related Work
We start with discussing techniques that could make Rabit verify properties like P3 and P7. To verify P3, we need to be able to relate field names to their corresponding definitions in the class. Relational abstract interpreteration [33] allows specifying constraints that relate values across different variables, even inside and across substructures [14, 25, 31] . For a concrete input of P7, we know that the number of auxiliary data elements decreases on each iteration, but this information is lost in our abstraction. A possible solution could be to allow abstract attributes that extract additional information about the abstracted structures [11, 35, 47] . A generalization of the multiset abstraction [34] , could be useful to track e.g., the auxiliary statement count, and show that they decrease using multiset-ordering [23] . Other techniques [5, 14, 49] support inferring inductive relational properties for general datatypes-e.g, binary tree property-but require a pre-specified structure to indicate where refinement can happen.
Cousot and Cousot [19] present a general framework for modularly constructing program analyses, but it requires languages with compositional control flow. Toubhans, Rival and Chang [38, 48] develop a modular domain design for pointermanipulating programs, whereas our domain construction focuses on abstracting pure heterogeneous data-structures.
There are similarities between our work and verification techniques based on program transformation [22, 30] . Our systematic exploration of execution rules for abstraction is similar to unfolding, and widening is similar to folding. The main difference is that abstract interpretation widens at syntactic program points using rich domains, while folding happens dynamically on the semantic execution graph.
Definitional interpreters have been suggested as a technique for building compositional abstract interpreters [21] . They rely on a caching algorithm to ensure termination, similarly to ordinary finite input trace memoization [39] . Similarly, Van Horn and Might [27] present a systematic framework to abstract higher-order functional languages. They rely on store-allocated continuations to handle recursion, which is kept finite during abstraction to ensure a terminating analysis. We focused on providing a more precise widening based on the abstract input value, which was necessary for verifying the required properties in our evaluation.
Modern SMT solvers supports reasoning with inductive functions defined over algebraic data-types [36] . The properties they can verify are very expressive, but they do not scale to large programs like transformations. Possible constructor analysis [6] has been used to calculate the actual dependencies of a predicate and make flow-sensitive analyses more precise. This analysis works with complex data-types and arrays, but only captures the prefix of the target structures.
Techniques for model transformation verification on static analysis [20] have been suggested, but are on verification of types and undefinedness properties. Symbolic execution has previously been suggested [3] as a way to validate highlevel transformation programs, but it targets test generation rather than verification of properties. Semantic typing [9, 13] has been used to infer recursive type and shape properties for language with high-level constructs for querying and iteration. However, they only consider small calculi compared to Rascal Light, and our evaluation is more extensive.
Conclusion
Our goal was to use abstract interpretation to give a solid semantic foundation for analyzing programs in modern highlevel transformation languages. We designed and implemented a Schmidt-style abstract interpreter, Rabit, including partition-driven trace memoization that supports infinite input domains. This worked well for Rascal, and can be adapted for similar languages with complex control flow. The modular construction of abstract domains was vital for handling a language of this scale and complexity. We evaluated Rabit on classical and open source transformations, by verifying a series of sophisticated shape properties for them.
